Secure Flight Passenger Data

SFPD

Dear Travel Partner,

As you are aware that with effect from 1st Oct 2010, it will be
mandatory to enter Secure Flight Passenger Data in the PNRs, especially for passengers flying within, from
and to the United States.
Key Benefits of the program
Bringing better control of the passengers travelling within, to and from the US.
Ensuring a smooth travel experience for these passengers, by performing advance watch list
matching prior to departure and delivering boarding authorization
Secure Flight Passenger Data (SFPD) consists of the following information:
Passenger’s Name (as per passport)
Passenger’s birth date (DDMMMYY format)
Gender (M/F)
Redress Number (if available).
Known traveler number (if available – at a later stage)
Travel Agents must enter the SFPD (Secure Flight Passenger Data) only through the following elements of
the PNR: SSR DOCS (Passenger name, DOB, Gender) and SSR DOCO (Redress Number – if applicable).
It is recommended that the SFPD information should be entered in the PNR at least 72 Hours Before
Departure (or immediately for booking created within 72hrs).
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Illustration of the SSR formats
SRDOCS AA HK1-----30JUN73-M--SMITH-JOHN-MICKAEL/P1
|
| | | | |
|
| | | | middle name
|
| | | First name
|
| | Surname
|
| Gender
|
DOB
Airline code

SRDOCO AA HK1--R-123456/P1
|
| |
|
| |
|
| Redress Number
| Document identifier (Redress Number)
Airline code

Upcoming Key Changes in Amadeus
From October 2010, Amadeus will trigger notifications on behalf of System User Airlines
(Participating in the functionality) if SSR DOCS are not entered on time. In such case, an SSR ADPI
shall be added to the PNR with the following text:
SSR ADPI 1A KK1 REQ SEC FLT PSGR DATA 72 HBD FOR ALL PSGRS
Individual PNRs will be queue placed in Queue 1 / Category 11 of the queuing office as shown in RP
line
Group PNRs will be queue placed in Queue 87 / Category 6 of the queuing office as shown in RP
line.
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It is also recommended to make the reservations under the full passenger name, as it appears on the
passport, with the first and middle names (no nicknames).

Please contact your nearest Amadeus Helpdesk for any clarifications
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